18:16:22 <jjj> How do you know scorpius, apc, void are not fbi?
18:28:34 <Odin> They're people who have consistently been helpful in keeping trolls
at bay. They consistently point out that they're not staff. They consistently
redirect any inquiries to others.
18:32:49 <Odin> I should point out that they don't get chanop status in #wikileaks,
only in #wikichat. The latter is quite explicitly intended to be a general
chatroom; one of the hallmarks of those is a layer of community members who try and
keep the trolls under control.
18:48:01 /whois jjj jjj
21:29:23 <jjj> That's how infiltrations start.
21:29:47 <jjj> By being helpful.
21:30:03 <jjj> Find out who they are.
22:21:53 !!! secure.wikileaks.org: finished (exit)
22:29:51 <Odin> Surely, they can't compromise much, as IRC people only see a fifth
of the organisation.
23:27:08 <jjj> I don't like your tone.
23:28:18 <jjj> If it continues, you're out.
23:28:30 /kill jjj
23:31:24 <Odin> This arrangement has been in place since before the first meeting,
as I recall. So why get wary now?
23:32:08 <jjj> All sorts of amateur idiocy happened while I was busy elsewhere.
23:32:22 <Odin> So, now you're not busy anymore?
23:32:41 <jjj> I see it now. It's dangerous. Deop them until they provide
bonafides.
23:34:14 <Odin> And what explanation shall I give?
23:48:01 <jjj> Instructions from the counter-intel folks. They need to provide
bonafides first.
23:48:28 <jjj> You get to be the good guy. I am the bad cop, as per usual.
23:51:28 <Odin> What sort of bonafides?
23:52:34 <jjj> identities sufficient for us to investigate them, people who can
vouche for them, etc
23:54:20 <Odin> Can I point out that you flew to Iceland without having that level
of information on me? :p
00:52:33 <jjj> Those were easier days.
00:53:00 <jjj> But I had more information than you think, and I may live to regret
it yet if your support of the backstabbers was anything to go by.
00:54:12 <jjj> We've been in a Unity or Death situation for a few months now.
01:00:23 <Odin> So will we see that evidence against s?
01:01:48 <Odin> Can I see what the reason for your trust in penguinx is, when
everyone else seems to think he's not to be trusted at all?
01:28:05 <jjj> s has resigned
01:28:27 <jjj> everyone?
01:29:09 <jjj> I deal with a lot of people. they all have their problems.
01:30:55 <Odin> That doesn't change the fact that you made some pretty strong
claims, and the ability to back them up would materially influence anyone's views
on the issue.
01:31:54 <jjj> mail server is in forensics.
01:32:01 <jjj> Everyone?
01:32:16 <jjj> What everyone?
01:32:20 <jjj> You?
01:32:25 <Odin> Everyone I've been in touch with regarding this project, excepting
you.
01:32:59 <jjj> Right, the birgitta-daniel clusterfuck.
01:33:44 <jjj> excuse me why I go and do something useful.
01:34:14 <Odin> If there is another part of the project that people "on this side"
isn't even aware of, that's a spectacularly bad way of organising things.
01:34:53 <jjj> Tell me about your organizational successes.
01:34:55 <Odin> Heck, that makes the organisation extremely vulnerable to precisely
the sort of information flow attack that WL seems to have been intended to do.

01:37:59 <jjj> Heck, we've done something no other organization has, don't you
think the environment creates constraints? Am I dealing with a complete retard?
01:39:25 <Odin> I find it rather difficult to imagine the environmental constraints
that would mandate an hourglass structure, with an organisation so divided that a
single individual connects two otherwise disjoint parts.
01:40:28 <jjj> It isn't. But it doesn't serve the interests of the plotters to talk
about it.
01:40:28 <Odin> I find it especially difficult to imagine that that individual
would then be designated as the primary spokesman, rendering him subject to all the
PR attacks and smears and dirty tricks that get attempted, putting immense stress
on that single link.
01:41:56 <jjj> Look. It's quite simple. Daniel, is a delusional idiot who wants my
job. Birgitta wants feminine revenge.
01:42:16 <jjj> The pentagon and blah blah want the obvious.
01:42:18 <Odin> I can't imagine anyone wants your job.
01:42:29 <jjj> They're pushing for it you fool.
01:42:32 <Odin> Get exposed to the sort of BULLSHIT you're dealing with in Sweden?
01:42:46 <jjj> Like I said, delusional.
01:42:58 <Odin> He hides it damn well, then.
01:43:22 <jjj> Yes.
01:43:54 <jjj> But rest assured he has asked for my job.
01:44:01 <jjj> And is lobbying for that.
01:44:04 <jjj> Or was.
01:44:24 <jjj> The whole organization would die in a second.
01:44:38 <jjj> The idiot has his name on his front door!
01:45:07 <jjj> Why do you think they did NOTHING to assist me eh?
01:45:45 <jjj> No legla help, no $, no accomodation, passports, positive press
spins, private investigators, hacking those with information, etc?
01:46:09 <jjj> Wake up and stop being a jerk.
01:51:37 <Odin> Hang on a moment. You were offered legal support by a lawyer in
Sweden, through Falkvinge. I was under the impression that you had access to WL
funds, and accommodation would best be provided through that and any contacts you
had in Sweden. The story is that you were unsure whether you were even allowed to
leave Sweden until recently, so I can't see how a passport would've helped.
Positive spin is damn difficult to d
01:51:37 <Odin> o when you don't even know what the hell the original story is.
What would investigators be looking at on your behalf; do you reject any part of
the story other than the charges apparently pressed?
01:55:51 <jjj> "You were offered legal support by a lawyer in Sweden, through
Falkvinge." not that I am aware of.
01:56:38 <jjj> All excuses for inaction. Did you check any of this?
01:57:00 <jjj> Did any of the backstabbers? No. Of course not.
01:57:17 <jjj> Their agenda is to destroy me.
01:57:20 <Odin> I personally dealt with Falkvinge when he made the offer. I pasted
it to you.
01:58:06 <jjj> Never received. And I assume you were just a passive receptical.
01:58:30 <jjj> Falkvinge I assume stepped forward.
02:00:22 <Odin> So he did, yes. I have, on account of not having, as you correctly
pointed out, done much in life, not an awful lot of contacts in the swedish legal
profession.
02:00:31 <jjj> But that's ok. You took your ques from the more senior backstabbers
here.
02:01:04 <Odin> No. I simply was not, and am not, in any position to provide help.
02:01:49 <jjj> So, you rang around, emailed around to find people who could, right?
02:02:24 <jjj> Or was it another case, of Julian has to handle everything, again
eh?
02:02:53 <Odin> Anyone I would contact would already be aware of the issue.
02:03:15 <jjj> Aware of the issue is not the same as a request. You were not in a
position where you were much expected to do this. But others were.

02:03:18 <Odin> And my impression has always been that Julian handles everything,
because he doesn't much like anyone else handling things.
02:03:26 <jjj> Did you set up a "free julian" website, eh?
02:03:39 <Odin> Sorry, but that's how it has appeared to me from the start.
02:04:17 <jjj> Of course. He loves to handle everything when being stalked by
swedish police and the cia concurrently.
02:04:49 <jjj> Fucking amateurs.
02:06:42 <Odin> No. But why trust someone who, as far as I can gather, has been
caught lying about being questioned?
02:07:08 <Odin> Or why did the claim about being followed by .is police disappear
so silently and quickly?
02:07:49 <jjj> What does that have to do with anything?
02:08:07 <jjj> What lying? What are you on?
02:11:28 <Odin> There were two stories about the WL-related guy arrested in
Iceland. They did not add up in the least. Since the accusations that the police
were following you disappeared very shortly after a statement that "there were
reasons to doubt both stories", I assume the version offered by that person was, at
the very least, inaccurate.
02:12:07 <jjj> Has nothing to do with the conversation above.
02:12:18 <Odin> And this has to do with everything, because it indicates a
behavioural pattern.
02:12:39 <Odin> You seem to expect everyone to take you at your word, to believe
what you say, and to do what you ask.
02:13:09 <jjj> Behavioral pattern my ass.
02:13:52 <jjj> Elements of an interrogation did not add up. And they did not add up
both from the volunteers side and from the police side.
02:14:59 <Odin> And yet that person continues to be trusted?
02:15:15 <jjj> Once that was established we stopped pushing so hard. Your point is?
02:15:41 <Odin> Trying to get a fuller picture, largely.
02:16:07 <jjj> No, just rhetorical bullshit to avoid thinking about the immorality
of your associates.
02:16:22 <Odin> Morality?
02:16:26 <Odin> Which morality would that be?
02:17:01 <jjj> Not backstabbing during a time of crisis?
02:17:13 <jjj> Or do you find that behavior acceptable?
02:17:40 <jjj> Anyway. I've had enough.
02:18:14 <Odin> No. But neither do I find it acceptable that a single person feels
it their right to exclude another.
02:18:38 <jjj> Better a confederacy of fools?
02:19:09 <Odin> Especially when it is done in the expectation that vague
accusations, no clearer than the charge of lie that I made earlier, will be taken
as good and solid evidence.
02:19:20 <jjj> Shall we sit together in a circle and click our fingers in agreement
while the world burns?
02:19:26 <Odin> I am not a bolshevik.
02:19:30 <jjj> Who cares.
02:20:33 <Odin> I do. The way forward is not through dictatorship, even if it is
stated to be only through a time of crisis.
02:21:00 <Odin> That has worked out very badly in every instance before; I see no
reason to expect it to work well now.
02:21:42 <jjj> I am the heart and soul of this organization, its founder,
philosopher, spokesperson, original coder, organizer, financier and all the rest.
If you have a problem with me, piss off.
02:22:06 <Odin> So be it.
02:22:09 /quit

